
Building a bug bite image
classification deep learning

model using chatGPT.



Step: 1.1
1. Asking ChatGPT how to build a classification model

Swipe

Step Implementation Review: Here, ChatGPT gave a
high-level end-to-end overview process of
developing a deep learning model



Swipe

Step: 2.1
2. Asking, ChatGPT to enlist various ways for data pre-processing



Swipe

Step: 3.1
3. Asking, chatGPT to load images which are labelled in csv file 
    for building a model



Swipe

Step: 3.2

Step Implementation Review: Using the given code
template was able to standardize the images and
able to convert all images to array



Read full infographic 
on our website

www.healtharkinsights.com/infographics

Swipe

Step: 4
4. Asking ChatGPT to Convert an array of images to a tensor 
    using a TensorFlow



Swipe

Step: 4
4. Asking ChatGPT to Convert an array of images to a tensor 
    using a TensorFlow

Step Implementation Review: ChatGPT gave code
for image conversion using tensorflow



Swipe

Step: 5.1
5. Asking chatGPT for building a deep learning model for 
    classification



Swipe

Step: 5.2

Step Implementation Review: ChatGPT gave a code
implementation of CNN architecture of two fully
connected layers, using TensorFlow and PyTorch



Swipe

Step: 6.1
6. Asking chatGPT for building a deep learning model for 
    classification

Step Implementation Review: Here, the above-
suggested model did not give the required accuracy
due to a lack of data. Here we need to take the data
augmentation approach to increase the amount of data



Swipe

Step: 7.1 
7.Asking, chatGPT to give code template for Data Augmentation



Swipe

Step: 7.2 

Step Implementation Review: was able to augment
the data using the above code template.After data
augmentation, we were not able to get the required
accuracy.



Swipe

Step: 8.1 
8.Here Data Augmentation was not able to increase my model 
    accuracy, therefore Asked for other ways to improve accuracy.



Swipe

Step: 8.2 



Swipe

Step: 8.3 



Swipe

Step: 8.4 

Step Implementation Review: Fine-tuning of the
model took hours to get fine-tuned, and we got the
best parameters and best accuracy using
GridSearchCV. But the model accuracy was not up
to the mark.



Conclusion:
On the Computer Vision task, we can use chatGPT for having a general-

purpose idea. chatGPT lacks mathematical intuition, and understanding

of data Which chatGPT accepts too. It can be used to get a direction in

solving a problem but the on-field application requires lots of

experiments and scalable machines.

Swipe

ChatGPT efficiency in binary
image classification:

Efficient
Clearly defining steps and explaining those steps.

Generating a clear process and providing all the

parameters necessary for specific requirements.

Generated valid codes which can be implemented.  

It was able to give generate codes using multiple library.

Partially Efficient
Was giving answers in a general sense. And a basic

level of implementation was generated.

Was unable to generate multiple ways for getting a

solution.

Certain generated codes were not up to date. 

Lacked mathematical intuition, which is necessary

for developing a deep learning model.
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